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powerful image of the engine &lt;a href=' '&gt;kuhar&lt;/a&gt; of Fotolia.com In the early 1970s, car manufacturers began equipping their vehicles with EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) valves to reduce the level of pollutants generated by their vehicles. At high temperatures, oxygen and nitrogen are
combined to form nitrogen oxide, which is considered one of the main components of smog. EGR valves help reduce the amount of nitrogen oxide produced by automotive engines by reducing the temperature of the internal combustion process in the engine. Nitrogen oxide is a harmful gas and is one of
the main components found in smog. It is produced during the combustion process in a car, when the temperatures in the combustion chamber exceed 2500 degrees. The EGR valve works to reduce the combustion temperature in the engine by introducing a controlled amount of exhaust into the engine
cylinders. These exhaust gases can no longer be burned and merged with a mixture of fuel and air entering the cylinder, which chemically reduces the temperature at which it burns the fuel/air mixture, thereby reducing the production of nitrogen oxides. The EGR valve has an inlet pipe which is connected
to the engine exhaust system and an outlet tube which is connected to the intake manifold. The main body of the unit contains a valve which, under certain conditions, is opened to allow a certain amount of exhaust gas into the intake manifold, where it is then mixed with a mixture of fuel and air and cools
the combustion process. EGR valves on older vehicles manufactured before 1981 shall be operated according to the amount of vacuum created by the engine under different operating conditions. These units have a vacuum hose attached to them which connects to the intake manifold and provides the
ported vacuum necessary for the operation of the valve. Since the throttle is opened more vacuum is created, causing the valve to open and introduce exhaust gases into the intake manifold. These early EGR systems also used a thermal switch that prevented the vacuum from operating the EGR valve
until the engine reached normal operating temperature. Newer vehicles produced after 1981 use vacuum and electronic signals to control the operation of the EGR valve. The EGR valve is connected to a vacuum source from the engine and also has one or more wires connecting it to the vehicle
computer. The computer uses sensors to monitor engine activity and sends signals to solenoids in the EGR valve to more accurately control valve operation than vacuum operation itself. This allows the EGR valve to operate much more efficiently and further reduce nitrogen oxide production. When EGR
valves fail, the system is unable to correctly introduce exhaust gases into the fuel/air mixture, causing temperatures to rise in combustion chambers. This temperature increase cause pre-icing, knocking and pinging, and over-production of nitrogen oxide. To prevent this, modern vehicles use computer
controls to alert when the EGR valve already adds exhaust gases to fuel and air mixtures. The computer then reduces the amount of ignition in advance, which slows down the combustion process, but at the cost of reducing power and fuel mileage. When the EGR valve fails, a code is set on the vehicle
computer to cause the engine light to light up. This code also allows automotive technicians to quickly determine the cause of the problem. The exhaust gas recirculation valve (EGR) in your Ford Explorer is an exhaust control device connected to the suction engine. It was first introduced into the United
States in the 1960s and continued to make progress in improving fuel efficiency and reducing smog. It works by allowing a small measured amount of exhaust gas to enter the combustion chamber (pistons), thereby lowering the temperature in the chamber. The malfunctioning EGR valve remains open,
causing temperature increases in pistons, allowing nitrogen oxide (smog-forming emissions) to enter the atmosphere. Replacing the EGR valve in Ford Explorer is a slightly easy fix to perform. Lift the bonnet and locate the EGR valve, which is connected to the right rear part of the suctric pipe near the
firewall. The suction pipe shall be attached to the side of the engine block. Disconnect the single-tip electrical connection that plugs into the EGR valve sensor. Disconnect the black rubber vacuum tube that connects to the EGR valve. Check that the tube and electrical connection are not cracked and
excessively worn out. Replace these parts as needed. Remove the two mounting screws located on the top and bottom of the valve. Disconnect the old valve from the pipe and gently tap it with a hammer to break the seal. Scrape off the old seal using the paint scraper, be careful not to allow any dirt to
enter the pipe. Apply a thin layer of seal with your finger to the new seal and place it on the pipe. Make sure that the screw holes are aligned correctly so that the new EGR valve fits correctly. Insert the new EGR replacement valve into the opening of the pipe and be careful not to damage the EGR valve
sensor attached to the top of the EGR valve. Secure the replacement EGR valve in place with two screws and reasd the single-tip terminal wire. Unplug the battery and wait 4-6 hours for the motor light to resume. Reconnect the battery and make sure the motor light lights up again. Faulty EGR valve can
cause poor fuel and engine performance. You may need to remove the body cover of the throttle for better access to the lower mounting screw. Perform this repair when the engine is cool to prevent burn by pipe or engine. New EGR and gas sealing gluePaint scraperSocket key The valve pressure
sensor against exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) of your vehicle is designed to regulate the pressure flowing through the EGR valve. The pressure sensor is located on the firewall and has two rubber vacuum hoses and power wiring straps plugged into the front. If the sensor is defective, you can replace it
in about an hour to help the vehicle work more efficiently. Unplug the negative battery cable from the open key battery post. Locate the EGR valve pressure sensor on the vehicle firewall. The pressure sensor is usually near the center, between the main brake cylinder and the hose heater on the firewall.
Remove the two screws that secure the pressure sensor to the firewall using the slot key and remove the sensor from the firewall. Disconnect the power line from the pressure sensor and disconnect the rubber vacuum hoses from the sensor. Discard the old EGR valve pressure sensor. Attach the rubber
vacuum hoses to the new EGR valve pressure sensor and connect the electrical wiring to the sensor. Connect the EGR valve pressure sensor to the firewall with screws. When attaching the negative battery cable of the vehicle to the battery charger. To avoid burns, allow the motor to cool down before
attempting to replace the EGR valve pressure sensor. Open-end keySocket key set Is your EGR valve faulty? Maybe; you need to look at the signs of poor valve EGR below to understand the facts. Remember that some symptoms of faulty EGR are signs of problems in other parts of the system. Before
diving into the signs, here's an overview of what the EGR valve is and how it works. What is an EGR valve? The exhaust gas recirculation valve (EGR) is found in most petrol and diesel engines and aims to help re-circulate engine emissions by returning them to the combustion chamber instead of
sending them to the exhaust emissions system. Climate change caused by pollution has been evident in recent years and the EGR is one way of managing these pollutions. Car manufacturers should include valves in their vehicles to meet government regulations and standards. When the EGR is
defective, it causes environmental pollution and causes the system to function poorly. Diagnosing the problem is simple, and with the right skills, the fixes are simple. Advantages of the EGR valve To reduce temperatures in the cylinder significantly reduce the number of nitrogen emissions produced How
does EGR work? Air from the environment is picked up through the engine intake manifold, and contains 20 percent oxygen and 80 percent nitrogen, along with other tiny elements. When the outside air is combined with petrol and ignited inside the combustion chamber, temperatures may climb above
25000F. Combustion at such high temperatures burns inert nitrogen gas, which nitrogen oxides. The resulting gases and compounds are air pollutants and have adverse effects on human health. The role of the EGR is to send the exhaust gases back to the combustion chamber in order to reduce the
temperature and avert the formation of nitrogen oxides. An EGR is a small component that is designed to be closed and opened as necessary to facilitate the movement of gases into and out of the combustion chamber. This is an EGR task regardless of the engine system configuration. It is also the same
regardless of the number of sensors or type of control; this means opening and sending exhaust gases to the combustion chamber or preventing their entry. When you start the engine, this valve starts working and is in standby mode, waiting in a closed position and averting the exhaust flow. When the
engine reaches the operating temperature and the speed is increased, the valve (either by electronic or tubular control) is opened gradually. It paves the way for burnt exhaust gases to enter and combine with the air-fuel mixture inside the chamber. When you stop slowly and efficiently, the valve is also
closed and the exhaust flow stops. The process continues as long as the engine is in operation. Once you turn off the motor, the valve will also close and remain in this position. Types of EGR Systems Diesel and petrol engines can use a number of EGR valve configurations. They are equipped with an
EGR valve, which is thick, round and metallic. It usually has a diameter of three inches and is located on the side of the engine, but towards the top. On these past models, there is a vacuum hose that runs the Valve EGR. The tube connects the upper part of the EGR to the carburetor. The valve metal
disc contains a vacuum membrane, piston and springs. Semi-modern vehicle models Most of these have an electronic-vacuum EGR valve that is located inside a cylinder or small block. The valve works as with older models, only that the electronic EGR position sensor communicates with the vehicle's
computer for easier and faster operation. You may notice electrical solenoids connected through the vacuum wiring to the valve too. They use an electronic EGR system that contains other components, such as a digital valve, which eliminates the need for vacuum control. Other models replaced the valve
EGR with EGR nozzles at the bottom of the suction hole. This is only in a few car models. Some highly efficient motors, such as those with variable valve timing, do not require EGR. Types of EGR Valves Back-Pressure EGR Valve Vacuum-Controlled EGR Valve Electronic Vacuum Control EGR Valve
EGR Nozzles Digital EGR Valve Top Five Signs Bad EGR Valve Here are signs of faulty EGR valve to look out for: 1. Poor engine performance Bad EGR valve is likely to have engine performance problems. You are likely to experience an acceleration of the together with a general reduction in engine
power when you step on the petrol pedal. That's because the air on the fuel ration is out in the morning. Therefore, the engine requires more fuel than average to have any power to the engine. As such, you will spend more money on gas because the lousy fuel efficiency in your vehicle will result in poor
fuel consumption. 2. Attention to the motor warning light The control engine indicator lights up on the dashboard when your EGR valve fails. This happens the moment your vehicle's central computer detects that the valve is in an abnormal position. For example, if the EGR valve fails to close or open as it
should, the computer detects a problem and activates the check engine light. 3. Odor fuel Since the engine is now taking up more fuel than expected, more hydrocarbons will leave the exhaust. This will exaggerate the smell of fuel, and it will be felt inside the car's cabin. You will be irritated by the smell
because it is terrible for your health. So it should be an incentive to solve the valve problem. 4. Failed emission test If you live in a condition that requires you to test for emissions every six months, you may realize that you have a faulty EGR valve when you fail the test. You may not be alerted to an EGR
problem during the process, but it's something to watch out for right away. 5. Rugged idling The motor will have a rough idling speed when the EGR valve is faulty as it will remain in the open or closed position. This means that too little or too much exhaust enters the chamber and therefore the engine is
idling. Why is my car's EGR valve faulty? There are two types of bad EGR valves that have different symptoms. The EGR valve can become faulty in two ways; it can be closed all the time or open all the time. It could also remain clogged with carbon and debris. 1. If the valve opens When the EGR valve
is in the open position, it creates a vacuum leak. Leakage results in incomplete combustion, which usually causes hesitation and rough idling. Stopping can also be a symptom when the valve is sometimes open, but occurs in extreme conditions. The vehicle needs oxygen from the atmosphere to burn
carbon dioxide. If the chamber floods the exhaust gases, the specific functions of the vehicle are affected. When the vehicle is idling in a parked position, look at the piston shaft and check that it is open or not. Error codes P1406 and P1404 are visible when the valve is stuck open. Pull out the plug and fill
it with a carbon cleaner. If the liquid escapes when the lid is placed upside down, it is kept open. Use the valve cleaning kit and then continue pulling the vacuum on the valve. 2. EGR is jammed closed When the valve is jammed, a huge amount of nitrogen oxide is emitted from the car. The vehicle may
knock when the fuel mixture the chamber igncises before the cylinder explodes. This leads to a disruption of engine timing. How to diagnose closed EGR If the car revs in a parked position, check the EGR valve moves. If the EGR is stuck closed, errors P041 and P1406 may appear. Knocking sound is a
sign that the valve is turned off. You will need to remove the valve and use the valve kit to clean the dirt. 3. Clogged Valve EGR Carbon Chuck can also prevent EGR valves from sitting as they should. The problem causes severe inactivity, and in severe cases, the car could stop. This is because the
exhaust gas does not re-circulate to the engine at idle speed, and it only happens when the engine exceeds 30 mph. How to diagnose clogged EGR When the EGR valve is blocked, error codes P1404 and P1406 may appear in the engine light area. Remove the plug and clean it with a valve cleaning kit
to remove clogging. If you can not check on your own, ask for help mechanics. Bad EGR signs often resemble other problems within the engine system, leading to confusion. Fortunately, now you are aware of the symptoms of poor EGR and can now fix it easily. Refrain from replacing components as you
try to resolve the issue, as you are sure about the problematic part. If you're having trouble solving the problem, contact your drive for professional help. Related post: How to clean valve EGR Source: Sources:
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